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N O V E M B E R  
2 0 0 9  GC Cabbie 

Once again the Gold Coast has shown it’s resiliency in the face of global 
pressures; the media has essentially reported that we are now in the 
middle of a boom, the restaurants are busy, there are people out and 
about and the public are travelling again. Our figures have shown the 
same trend: bookings have increased over the last three months and 
our hope is that the trend continues. Our Contact Centre Staff have 
been under pressure as the calls have increased faster than antici-
pated, thus, we have hired additional staff to assist with the Christmas 
period. I would like to congratulate all of the Customer Service Reps 
and Radio Operators for their efforts. 
 
Following on from a disappointing SuperGP we are heading into our traditionally busy period. Everyone within 
the Gold Coast Cabs group needs to ensure that we continue to provide exceptional customer service even 
when it is busy: 
 

• Smile 

• Be courteous 

• Be helpful (put the luggage / shopping into the car, open the door for the passenger etc) 

• Take pride in your work, car and appearance 

• Drive safely 

• Offer to change the radio station or to turn it off 

• Ask if they are comfortable, adjust / turn on the air-conditioning 

• Don’t speak on your mobile phone (even hands free) with passengers in the car 

• Be positive 

 
Do every job: every customer is to be treated equally, regardless of whether they are travelling around the cor-
ner or going further. Providing exceptional customer service also requires us to pick up in a timely manner, of-
ten you may be the only car in the area and if you reject the job then the passenger is disadvantaged. Remem-
ber that the passenger that travels 1 block today may be going to Brisbane tomorrow. If you are not sure of 
the destination; make sure that you look it up in your UBD or use the navigation system in MTData (there are 
instructions for the use of this in your MTData manual). Remember that you cannot have the meter running 
while you look up an address. 
 
Our industry is changing almost on a daily basis. For the past 6 months we have had very stringent entry re-
quirements for our new drivers, including: 

• Practical driving test (conducted by an independent driving school) 

• Extensive screening test that includes English, Math and Location 

These measures have reduced the numbers of available drivers and we now have to find ways of attracting 
more drivers into the industry. If you have ideas on how to attract quality prospective drivers we would love to  
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I would like to start this newsletter with a pat on the back to all the drivers who helped and cooperated over 
the GP1 race weekend. As it is difficult for drivers on the road, it is also very difficult for the people in the 
call centre who help drivers and passengers, especially in the lock down area. 
 
For the drivers who drove the Sunday day shift of the GP1 and experienced the MT Data system crashing, 
thank you for your help and patience. Thanks also to our Radio Operator Kimmy, who through her experi-
ence in dispatching work on the query channel helped to save the day by dispatching work manually. 
 
I would just like to run through the procedure for if we ever have MT Data failure in the future. If you find 
MT Data is not dispatching work the action to take is: 
• head for a rank and  
• go to the query channel. 
The radio operator will call to car e.g. top car, 65 (area or rank number) the first car replies with car number 
and will be given a job. If there isn’t a car on the rank the operator will call for a car in the area and then 
will ask for cars closer to the job address. The job will then go to the closest car. This is how it was done in 
the good old days. 
 
I was at a meeting at the Casino recently and two points were brought up and I said I pass it on to the driv-
ers. The first one is, some drivers are still dropping off passengers at the front entrance with alcohol in the 
hands. Please remember that this is not permitted.  
The other point is when a Taxi on the rank receives a Ticketmates booking please do not just wait on the 
rank,  you need to drive off the rank to where the Concierge desk is and alert the Concierge that you have a 
booking. 
 
Regards 
Wayne  

hear your thoughts so for December we will run a competition and the 3 best ideas will each receive $100. 
Send your ideas to: admin@gccabs.com.au. The competition closes on 31st December 2009. 
 
Safety is a primary concern for us and I am part of a working group within Taxi Council of Queensland who are 
looking at possible avenues of increasing Driver Safety. I would like to have feedback from all of you on how 
we can improve safety for you. This is for all of you so I encourage you to get involved and send in any ideas 
to feedback@gccabs.com.au. 
 

I would like to remind everyone to be safe and drive safe. 
 
If you have any suggestions or feedback; please email us at feedback@gccabs.com.au or log onto our website: 
www.gccabs.com.au. 
 
Regards, 
 
Martin O’Riordan 

From the Operations Manager 
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Recently you received a survey from the Workplace Rights Ombudsman, the purpose is to gather information 
on our industry and how you as drivers are doing. We encourage everyone to fill in the survey and return it. 
Answer the questions honestly and openly.  

Operators are now able to track their cars and look at the history of the vehicle. Operators are now able to track their cars and look at the history of the vehicle. Operators are now able to track their cars and look at the history of the vehicle. Operators are now able to track their cars and look at the history of the vehicle. 
It also produces reports on the vehicles performance. Operators can also send It also produces reports on the vehicles performance. Operators can also send It also produces reports on the vehicles performance. Operators can also send It also produces reports on the vehicles performance. Operators can also send 
messages directly to their cars.messages directly to their cars.messages directly to their cars.messages directly to their cars.    

From Marketing 

What a great business you have!  
 

• The start up cost is minimal 

• Complete training is delivered 

• Your company car is a late model vehicle 

• Most ongoing concerns are taken care of by some-

one else 

• You conduct business with people from all different 

walks of life who want to use your service 

• You work flexible hours 

• You have the ability to control the outcome of your 

day 
 
I know I have said it before and I will no doubt say it 
again, Drivers are Ambassadors for the Gold Coast and 
as such, many other businesses rely on your actions 
and attitude which ultimately will also determine both 
short and long term success of your business. 
 
Your customers have plenty of other transport options 
other than your taxi. The options include: walking, 
rental cars, limousines or one of many transfer compa-
nies. In fact the list is almost endless. 

Ombudsman Survey 

“Which way would you prefer to go?” gives control of the route to the customer and in “Which way would you prefer to go?” gives control of the route to the customer and in “Which way would you prefer to go?” gives control of the route to the customer and in “Which way would you prefer to go?” gives control of the route to the customer and in 
most cases resolve any doubt in their mind that you don’t know the destination and can most cases resolve any doubt in their mind that you don’t know the destination and can most cases resolve any doubt in their mind that you don’t know the destination and can most cases resolve any doubt in their mind that you don’t know the destination and can 
also lessen the thought by a customer that the driver is ripping me off!also lessen the thought by a customer that the driver is ripping me off!also lessen the thought by a customer that the driver is ripping me off!also lessen the thought by a customer that the driver is ripping me off!    

Operator Login is here!Operator Login is here!Operator Login is here!Operator Login is here!    

 
Martin O’Riordan, our CEO, spoke earlier about 
exceptional Customer Service and through this 
you are in control of your future and the future of 
your business. 
 
Our organisation (Gold Coast Cabs) as a whole 
provides you with communication, facilities, prod-
ucts, technical and systems support, marketing 
and anything else you require to “drive” a suc-
cessful business for a minimal return of commit-
ment by you. 
 
The organisation gains business for you from 
many avenues and you are predominantly the one 
who will retain or lose it. More often than not 
once it is gone it does not come back. Your fellow 
Drivers too control your future! 
 
Those Drivers who already operate a successful 
business should take it all a step further and assist 
your fellow Drivers to help them be successful 
too. Together we can achieve…. 



From Accounts 
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TSS/Green Interstate Vouchers 
 
We are still experiencing a high number of Yellow TSS vouchers and Green Interstate vouchers not being 
completely filled out. 
Drivers please assist your operators with completing these vouchers completely. 
 
♦ We must have your 8 digit ID not your pin number in the drivers authority number box. 
♦ Must have date and times filled in  
♦ Yellow vouchers/tss manual imprints can only be manually imprinted not handwritten (must also be 

on yellow stationary not green.) 
♦ Green interstate vouchers must clearly have the T-Plate number written. 
 
Cabcharge Eftpos Terminals 
 
Drivers please be aware that cabcharge eftpos terminals can not reverse transactions. You must be 
very careful to enter the correct metered fare at the end of a fare. If you overcharge a passenger 
you must refund the passenger in cash. If the overcharge is on a cabcharge account this can be reversed 
the next working day directly with cabcharge. 
If you give back the cash to your passenger you must have the passenger sign the back of the original 
receipt that a refund has been given. If you have not realised the overcharge has taken place until the 
end of your shift you must notify your operator who in turn will contact the accounts office. We will notify 
cabcharge on your behalf.   
 
Debit cards cannot be imprinted manually. Debit cards can only be processed through the cabcharge eft-
pos terminal. 
Imprinting a debit card/savings account can not be done as a last resort; you must ask the passenger for 
another form of payment if their card cannot be processed through the cabcharge terminal. 
When an E-ticket is not processed through the cabcharge terminal it may be attached to a green emer-
gency voucher for payment. Clearly fill out a green voucher with all appropriate information. If the E-
Ticket has been processed through the cabcharge system it then must be stapled to an eftpos receipt for 
the operator. Operators must retain all of these receipts. 
Note: E-tickets that decline in the eftpos machine cannot and will not be paid on a manual 
voucher. If the E-ticket declines you must ask for another form of payment. 
If a message prints and is displayed on your terminals as Declined 04 you must seek another 
payment method. 
 
A cash receipt given to a passenger is only for a cash payment given by the passenger. Any unlawful 
use of the eftpos terminals will be regarded as a criminal offence.   
    
Reminders  
 
If a TSS card is cancelled or expired you cannot imprint this card. If a message is written on a receipt 
Declined contact QT this may be imprinted. There is still a fare amount of confusion whether a TSS 
card can be imprinted or  
not for payment. If you need further clarification on this matter please speak to your operator or contact  



ATTENTION:  IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT CHANGES TO EFTPOS 

 
Cabcharge have been working for a while now on re-designing the EFTPOS software so we experience fewer 
TSS problems. 
 
In the next couple of weeks, the updated software will be downloaded “over-the-air” to all the taxis in our 
fleet. The new version is 7.17.   
 
Drivers can check if the new version has been successfully downloaded by switching off their EFTPOS, then 
switching the EFTPOS back on and watching the pinpad for which “Engine No.” is listed.  If it is anything 
other than “V717” then they need to call Technical Services on 5588 1231, and we will arrange for the new 
software to be downloaded. 
 
The new software means changes to way drivers process TSS transactions: 
 

• The total metered fare MUST be transferred from the meter to the EFTPOS pinpad at the end of the trip; 

• This amount cannot be manually changed using the EFTPOS pinpad; 

• If the meter has not been activated at the beginning of the journey and then cleared at the end of the jour-
ney, a TSS transaction will NOT be possible; 
For “quote” fares with a TSS component, please use the manual imprinter and the yellow dockets to claim the 
TSS part of the fare (up to $25). 
 
Please contact any of the Technical Services team with any questions. 
 

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS—EFTPOS TIME ADJUSTMENT 

Daylight Savings time came into effect in NSW & Victoria on Sunday, 4th October 2009. 
Since that day Technical Services have had reports from drivers and operators of the EFTPOS system being 
an hour ahead of our local Queensland time. 
If this is occurring, please call Technical Services - 07 5588 1231 - and let us know the taxi number of the 
vehicle affected. We can then arrange with Cabcharge to have the problem fixed "over-the-air." 
The vehicle will not need to visit Technical Services for this problem to be corrected 
 
Haig Sinanian 
Technical Services Manager 
Gold Coast Cabs 

From Technical Services 
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the accounts office at Gold Coast Cabs. 
 
Ticketmates 
 
Drivers please be aware the importance of completing a Ticketmates voucher completely. All vouchers must 
have the car number operators name date and time of pickup and the net value of the gross price. 
EG Price Gross $20.65 the net is 10% less being $18.58. 
Only vouchers are to be accepted from the passengers not a tax/invoice receipt. 
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With rank space at a premium, a reminder to use it or risk losing it. Dreamworld management  have been 
in contact asking for cabs to please use the rank. 
 

This location was chosen as a central pick up point for taxis because: 
• It is central between the parks. 
• Customers can conveniently see the Taxis 

from either theme park entrance or exit.  
• Theme park and events staff will all be 

informed of this 1 central pick up point. 
• As it sits in front of Administration, Secu-

rity staff have a 24 hour view of the area 
by line of sight and recorded camera op-
erations. 

 

Specifics and Important Information 
• 2 car rank marked in yellow and signed 

“Taxi Zone” 
• Hours of operation are 4pm to 6pm every 

day 
• It is not a grid or preference rank 
• All Dreamworld and White Water World 

pick ups will be from this point 
• The area is also used by heavy vehicles for delivery in the morning.  
• Please do not deposit rubbish on this rank (Security can see you and will report misuse) 
• Check with Customers to see if a booking has been made. 

Dreamworld Rank– Use it or lose it! 

From Human Resources 

Our organisation is entering a particularly busy 
time of the year and with this, the season brings 
many great opportunities for us as a company 
and for each individual within it. Thus, it is im-
perative that Gold Coast Cabs show a united 
front and each component supports each other. 
 

 It is important to highlight that our drivers 
work extensive hours with particularly challeng-
ing periods during peak demand for taxi services. 
Drivers at times may encounter problems with 
the system, encounter operator error or can be 
confronted with a difficult situation. Therefore, it 
is our responsibility as Customer Service centre 
employees to assist and support our drivers at all 
times. We need to be able to empathise with 
driver enquiries and to answer each question and 
query with dignity and respect. 
 

 

 Drivers on the other hand, need to remember 
that Gold Coast Cabs Customer Service Centre enables 
driver operations. Radio Operators, Customer Service 
Representatives and Team Leaders all take pride in the 
roles they perform and are there to assist taxis in the 
provision of service to the general public. It is impera-
tive that each and every call centre staff are treated 
with the same dignity and respect that drivers are enti-
tled to. 
 

 There will be times when we all have to face dif-
ficult situations in both our personal and professional 
lives. However, this does not entitle ANY individual to 
become abusive, disrespectful, arrogant or demeaning 
to those around them. In fact, we need to be sensitive 
to and aware of similar feelings and occurrences in the 
lives of others around us. So let’s meet this jolly new 
season with plenty of cheer, happiness and mutual re-
spect for each other after all, Gold Coast Cabs is OUR 
company and we are ALL representing it. 
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A very regular M51 customer rang to compliment both drivers that trans-A very regular M51 customer rang to compliment both drivers that trans-A very regular M51 customer rang to compliment both drivers that trans-A very regular M51 customer rang to compliment both drivers that trans-
ported her to and from her regular destination. She said they both displayed ported her to and from her regular destination. She said they both displayed ported her to and from her regular destination. She said they both displayed ported her to and from her regular destination. She said they both displayed 
great customer service. Well done to David Bahyl and Robert Williams!great customer service. Well done to David Bahyl and Robert Williams!great customer service. Well done to David Bahyl and Robert Williams!great customer service. Well done to David Bahyl and Robert Williams!    

Compliments came in thick and fast Compliments came in thick and fast Compliments came in thick and fast Compliments came in thick and fast 
on the 11th September starting with on the 11th September starting with on the 11th September starting with on the 11th September starting with 
a call from a customer looking for a a call from a customer looking for a a call from a customer looking for a a call from a customer looking for a 
lost video camera from the previous lost video camera from the previous lost video camera from the previous lost video camera from the previous 
evening. Great news camera was evening. Great news camera was evening. Great news camera was evening. Great news camera was 
found in the boot and the customer found in the boot and the customer found in the boot and the customer found in the boot and the customer 
expressed gratitude to the driver who expressed gratitude to the driver who expressed gratitude to the driver who expressed gratitude to the driver who 
returned it to them very quickly, returned it to them very quickly, returned it to them very quickly, returned it to them very quickly, 
Thank you  SiauwThank you  SiauwThank you  SiauwThank you  Siauw----Ay Lin.Ay Lin.Ay Lin.Ay Lin.    

Next came another call to our Next came another call to our Next came another call to our Next came another call to our 
Contact Centre, a customer Contact Centre, a customer Contact Centre, a customer Contact Centre, a customer 
thanking the lovely driver thanking the lovely driver thanking the lovely driver thanking the lovely driver 
that she travelled with that that she travelled with that that she travelled with that that she travelled with that 
day. She thanked you for day. She thanked you for day. She thanked you for day. She thanked you for 
your great service. The driver your great service. The driver your great service. The driver your great service. The driver 
Damien D’Costa.Damien D’Costa.Damien D’Costa.Damien D’Costa.    

A wonderful call came in from a father A wonderful call came in from a father A wonderful call came in from a father A wonderful call came in from a father 
praising driver Harold Tallar for being praising driver Harold Tallar for being praising driver Harold Tallar for being praising driver Harold Tallar for being 
a great ambassador for the Gold Coast a great ambassador for the Gold Coast a great ambassador for the Gold Coast a great ambassador for the Gold Coast 
and Gold Coast Cabs. Harold was un-and Gold Coast Cabs. Harold was un-and Gold Coast Cabs. Harold was un-and Gold Coast Cabs. Harold was un-
derstanding and patient with his son derstanding and patient with his son derstanding and patient with his son derstanding and patient with his son 
who’s EFTPOS card did not work, he who’s EFTPOS card did not work, he who’s EFTPOS card did not work, he who’s EFTPOS card did not work, he 
assessed the situation and allowed the assessed the situation and allowed the assessed the situation and allowed the assessed the situation and allowed the 
young gent to come into Gold Coast young gent to come into Gold Coast young gent to come into Gold Coast young gent to come into Gold Coast 
Cabs office to pay the outstanding fare. Cabs office to pay the outstanding fare. Cabs office to pay the outstanding fare. Cabs office to pay the outstanding fare. 
The caller was very impressed with this The caller was very impressed with this The caller was very impressed with this The caller was very impressed with this 
display of customer service. The caller display of customer service. The caller display of customer service. The caller display of customer service. The caller 
was also CEO of Gold Coast Tourism. was also CEO of Gold Coast Tourism. was also CEO of Gold Coast Tourism. was also CEO of Gold Coast Tourism. 

The owner of a lost mobile phone was The owner of a lost mobile phone was The owner of a lost mobile phone was The owner of a lost mobile phone was 
grateful to driver Paul Manners for lo-grateful to driver Paul Manners for lo-grateful to driver Paul Manners for lo-grateful to driver Paul Manners for lo-
cating and returning the phone. Good cating and returning the phone. Good cating and returning the phone. Good cating and returning the phone. Good 
work.work.work.work.    

Finally for the 11th a cus-Finally for the 11th a cus-Finally for the 11th a cus-Finally for the 11th a cus-
tomer called to thank a Con-tomer called to thank a Con-tomer called to thank a Con-tomer called to thank a Con-
tact Centre staff member tact Centre staff member tact Centre staff member tact Centre staff member 
Gayle for being very helpful Gayle for being very helpful Gayle for being very helpful Gayle for being very helpful 
in assisting and locating in assisting and locating in assisting and locating in assisting and locating 
her lost prescription glasses. her lost prescription glasses. her lost prescription glasses. her lost prescription glasses. 
She was very grateful to She was very grateful to She was very grateful to She was very grateful to 
Gayle for going to great Gayle for going to great Gayle for going to great Gayle for going to great 
lengths to track down her lengths to track down her lengths to track down her lengths to track down her 

The 18th September refresher course The 18th September refresher course The 18th September refresher course The 18th September refresher course 
saw a fellow driver compliment saw a fellow driver compliment saw a fellow driver compliment saw a fellow driver compliment 
driver Ben Fisher. He said that he driver Ben Fisher. He said that he driver Ben Fisher. He said that he driver Ben Fisher. He said that he 
had witnessed this driver a number had witnessed this driver a number had witnessed this driver a number had witnessed this driver a number 
of times carefully assisting passen-of times carefully assisting passen-of times carefully assisting passen-of times carefully assisting passen-
gers in & out of his vehicle and al-gers in & out of his vehicle and al-gers in & out of his vehicle and al-gers in & out of his vehicle and al-
ways in a pleasant manner. Great ways in a pleasant manner. Great ways in a pleasant manner. Great ways in a pleasant manner. Great 
work Ben and thank you to Rob work Ben and thank you to Rob work Ben and thank you to Rob work Ben and thank you to Rob 
Meehan for acknowledging Ben’s Meehan for acknowledging Ben’s Meehan for acknowledging Ben’s Meehan for acknowledging Ben’s 
efforts.efforts.efforts.efforts.    

A serious incident occurred on 22nd A serious incident occurred on 22nd A serious incident occurred on 22nd A serious incident occurred on 22nd 
September, a motorist was involved in September, a motorist was involved in September, a motorist was involved in September, a motorist was involved in 
a traffic accident. They have called a traffic accident. They have called a traffic accident. They have called a traffic accident. They have called 
us extremely thankful to the driver us extremely thankful to the driver us extremely thankful to the driver us extremely thankful to the driver 
that witnessed the accident and that witnessed the accident and that witnessed the accident and that witnessed the accident and 
pulled over to assist he & his family pulled over to assist he & his family pulled over to assist he & his family pulled over to assist he & his family 
and to make sure all passengers in-and to make sure all passengers in-and to make sure all passengers in-and to make sure all passengers in-
volved were not badly injured and for volved were not badly injured and for volved were not badly injured and for volved were not badly injured and for 
contacting the emergency services. contacting the emergency services. contacting the emergency services. contacting the emergency services. 
The gent hailed driver Ramon Smith The gent hailed driver Ramon Smith The gent hailed driver Ramon Smith The gent hailed driver Ramon Smith 
as a huge asset to the community as as a huge asset to the community as as a huge asset to the community as as a huge asset to the community as 
a whole. What a great compliment.a whole. What a great compliment.a whole. What a great compliment.a whole. What a great compliment.    

Also on the 22nd, Lawrence McCaul Also on the 22nd, Lawrence McCaul Also on the 22nd, Lawrence McCaul Also on the 22nd, Lawrence McCaul 
was thanked for his care and assis-was thanked for his care and assis-was thanked for his care and assis-was thanked for his care and assis-
tance from a group of customers af-tance from a group of customers af-tance from a group of customers af-tance from a group of customers af-
ter a night out. Great customer ser-ter a night out. Great customer ser-ter a night out. Great customer ser-ter a night out. Great customer ser-
vice skills on show.vice skills on show.vice skills on show.vice skills on show.    

An email was sent to our office offering praise to driver Stephen Robinson An email was sent to our office offering praise to driver Stephen Robinson An email was sent to our office offering praise to driver Stephen Robinson An email was sent to our office offering praise to driver Stephen Robinson 
from a group picked up after an evening out on 22nd September. They said from a group picked up after an evening out on 22nd September. They said from a group picked up after an evening out on 22nd September. They said from a group picked up after an evening out on 22nd September. They said 
the driver was polite, funny informative and had a great professional atti-the driver was polite, funny informative and had a great professional atti-the driver was polite, funny informative and had a great professional atti-the driver was polite, funny informative and had a great professional atti-
tude in addition to a spotless car. The customer said they were truly im-tude in addition to a spotless car. The customer said they were truly im-tude in addition to a spotless car. The customer said they were truly im-tude in addition to a spotless car. The customer said they were truly im-
pressed with the quality and standard of service provided by the driver. Well pressed with the quality and standard of service provided by the driver. Well pressed with the quality and standard of service provided by the driver. Well pressed with the quality and standard of service provided by the driver. Well 
done.done.done.done.    

Positive comments from customers are always a delight to receive and this Positive comments from customers are always a delight to receive and this Positive comments from customers are always a delight to receive and this Positive comments from customers are always a delight to receive and this 
month we have had some fantastic feedback. month we have had some fantastic feedback. month we have had some fantastic feedback. month we have had some fantastic feedback.     

Our Contact Centre has received a Our Contact Centre has received a Our Contact Centre has received a Our Contact Centre has received a 
call from a very thankful gentle-call from a very thankful gentle-call from a very thankful gentle-call from a very thankful gentle-
man praising the honesty of a driver man praising the honesty of a driver man praising the honesty of a driver man praising the honesty of a driver 
Tejbir Singh for returning to him a Tejbir Singh for returning to him a Tejbir Singh for returning to him a Tejbir Singh for returning to him a 
$50 note that was stuck behind an-$50 note that was stuck behind an-$50 note that was stuck behind an-$50 note that was stuck behind an-
other note that was used as payment other note that was used as payment other note that was used as payment other note that was used as payment 
for the taxi fare. Wonderful service for the taxi fare. Wonderful service for the taxi fare. Wonderful service for the taxi fare. Wonderful service 
and great integrity. Well done!and great integrity. Well done!and great integrity. Well done!and great integrity. Well done!    
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Lastly on 30th September a report from our Contact Centre Supervisor recognised driver David Bahyl for outstanding Lastly on 30th September a report from our Contact Centre Supervisor recognised driver David Bahyl for outstanding Lastly on 30th September a report from our Contact Centre Supervisor recognised driver David Bahyl for outstanding Lastly on 30th September a report from our Contact Centre Supervisor recognised driver David Bahyl for outstanding 
customer and community service when he realised that a confused elderly gent seem disorientated when he alighted customer and community service when he realised that a confused elderly gent seem disorientated when he alighted customer and community service when he realised that a confused elderly gent seem disorientated when he alighted customer and community service when he realised that a confused elderly gent seem disorientated when he alighted 
the taxi. David has stayed and observed the customer and contacted query channel to advise the situation. Our query the taxi. David has stayed and observed the customer and contacted query channel to advise the situation. Our query the taxi. David has stayed and observed the customer and contacted query channel to advise the situation. Our query the taxi. David has stayed and observed the customer and contacted query channel to advise the situation. Our query 
operator has contact the Nursing Facility from where the gent was collected and they have then informed that the gent operator has contact the Nursing Facility from where the gent was collected and they have then informed that the gent operator has contact the Nursing Facility from where the gent was collected and they have then informed that the gent operator has contact the Nursing Facility from where the gent was collected and they have then informed that the gent 
is easily confused and should be returned to the Facility. The driver use excellent customer service to ensure that the is easily confused and should be returned to the Facility. The driver use excellent customer service to ensure that the is easily confused and should be returned to the Facility. The driver use excellent customer service to ensure that the is easily confused and should be returned to the Facility. The driver use excellent customer service to ensure that the 
gentleman was returned safely. The driver was patient during this process which took some considerable time and all gentleman was returned safely. The driver was patient during this process which took some considerable time and all gentleman was returned safely. The driver was patient during this process which took some considerable time and all gentleman was returned safely. The driver was patient during this process which took some considerable time and all 
involved were extremely grateful. Well done David. involved were extremely grateful. Well done David. involved were extremely grateful. Well done David. involved were extremely grateful. Well done David.     

Well done also to Darren the query operator at the time for Well done also to Darren the query operator at the time for Well done also to Darren the query operator at the time for Well done also to Darren the query operator at the time for 
all his effort in attaining a great outcome.all his effort in attaining a great outcome.all his effort in attaining a great outcome.all his effort in attaining a great outcome.    

Gold Coast Cabs would like to thank all drivers for their Gold Coast Cabs would like to thank all drivers for their Gold Coast Cabs would like to thank all drivers for their Gold Coast Cabs would like to thank all drivers for their 
outstanding customer service and high level of repre-outstanding customer service and high level of repre-outstanding customer service and high level of repre-outstanding customer service and high level of repre-
sentation of the Company. Well done to all!sentation of the Company. Well done to all!sentation of the Company. Well done to all!sentation of the Company. Well done to all!    

Another call passed through the Contact Centre on 27th September was to pass on thanks to driver Samy Elwakkad Another call passed through the Contact Centre on 27th September was to pass on thanks to driver Samy Elwakkad Another call passed through the Contact Centre on 27th September was to pass on thanks to driver Samy Elwakkad Another call passed through the Contact Centre on 27th September was to pass on thanks to driver Samy Elwakkad 
from a customer that was thankful for his great consideration to her, when on the trip home she became very cold so the from a customer that was thankful for his great consideration to her, when on the trip home she became very cold so the from a customer that was thankful for his great consideration to her, when on the trip home she became very cold so the from a customer that was thankful for his great consideration to her, when on the trip home she became very cold so the 
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Well done and thanks to 
Zara and her crew at  

Professional Taxis. This 
photo has been quick to do 
the rounds and even appears 
in the Cabcharge annual 
Report. The late model 

Camry was kindly provided 
by Gareth Hughes 


